
All panels roll on two 25kg rated, easily adjustable carriages

The secure lock assembly 
features anti-lift pins & is key 
lockable from both sides
(inside view illustrated below)

The SG Series stacker door
has compact dimensions, with a frame

depth of only 100mm. A stacking flyscreen 
(optional) fits externally, increasing overall depth

Stacker doors are a natural evolution of the sliding door. Similar in concept, in practice they incorporate another row of sliding panels into a 
compact product, able to span large openings. A three panel door is illustrated,

however wider products can be supplied with six panels

Primed reveals offer a smooth 
substrate for internal painting. 
These can be replaced with an 
aluminium section for a more 

‘commercial’ appearance

Glass is installed into vinyl sided rebates, ensuring vibration free glazing. A wide selection of
high performance glass types can be specified within the SG Series. These include body tints, super tints & a range of laminated glass up to 6.76mm in thickness

Sliding panels are 
weather-proofed 
with a minimum 
of dual wool-pile 
seals  at each join
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ALL SIZES ARE TYPICAL RATHER THAN DEFINITIVE. FOR SIZES OUTSIDE OF THESE  PLEASE TALK WITH YOUR RYLOCK SALES CONSULTANTNOTE:

Sizing
Door style & opening detail should be considered as viewed externally
Sizes indicated are the overall door size. For Stud openings add 20mm to both height & width

Glazing
Glazing strength to minimum N3 rating as per AS4055 - 2006
Glazing to be grade A safety glass, to a maximum of 6.76mm

Certification
Certified performance data is available for this product on request

Specify
Frame colour, configuration, height, width & depth
Optional: handle type & colour, patio bolts, flyscreen, frame infill, frame equaliser, sill flap, glass type

MIN 4800mm 

MAX 6000mm

MIN 2400mm

MAX 3600mm

MIN 2100mm
MAX 2400mm
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